
Open Issues: Assigned to you (the issue has
been assigned to you and it is not resolved or
closed yet)

Open Issues: Needinfo (you reported this
issue, it requires more information and you
should provide it)

698802 vala NEED nor

Virtual
methods must
not be
available in
classes
defintion

667837 glib NEED cri

GObject
Introspection
trunk Breaks
APIs in
autogenerated
GIR files

Open Issues: New (you reported it but nobody has accepted it yet)
728146 glib UNCO nor Can't change {prefix} for custom installation

701233 vala UNCO enh Add Documentation or Doc Attribute

698255 glade UNCO enh Request for GIR support

694980 gxml UNCO nor Class Hierarchy Review

688007 gdm UNCO cri
Lock Screen crash allows any one to access
a locked session

687818 epiphany UNCO nor Can't set idiom for spelling

687815 epiphany UNCO nor No unicode support on spelling checks

685016 libgee UNCO enh
GLib.List<G> implementing BidirList<G> and
List<G>

684910 gxml NEW nor Port to Gee 0.8.0

673614 vala UNCO nor Add documentation to GIR writer

670860 libgda UNCO nor
MetaStore for CHECK constraint doesn't
update _key_column_usage

670859 libgda UNCO nor MetaStore update doesn't work

670167 vala UNCO nor
GIR parser doesn't honor "Rename to:"
annotation

669586 vala UNCO enh
Use GLib.Value to cast between
values/GObjects

669278 vala UNCO nor
No parse(string) function for many basic
types

Basic stats
you

added 409 comments to
bugs.
closed 32 bugs.
reported 103 bugs.
gathered 14 points.

Interested products
libgda

Reports
All closed bugs
All bugs cc'ed
All bugs commented



668205 libgda UNCO nor
Add documentation about GObject
Introspection GIR generation

667433 libgee NEW nor
Is not clear Traversable.stream function
implementation

667236 glib UNCO nor
(array) annotation with no effect on pointers
array

658086 website UNCO nor No link to release planning

657754 glib UNCO nor
Change (array zero-terminated=1)
annotation syntax

657743 glib UNCO nor
element-type annotation can't use custom
types

657575 glib UNCO nor
No --version option for g-ir-scanner and
g-ir-compiler

649294 gnome-packagekit UNCO nor No good feed about what is happening

643829 file-roller UNCO nor Can't extract files with no unicode character

630381 libgda UNCO nor GdaBrowser Schema Index view

597961 glib UNCO enh
Add support to stablish default invokers for
GInterface's virtual methods

582402 epiphany UNCO min
Preferences doesn't allows to delete Security
Exception

Open Issues: In progress (you reported it, the developer accepted the issue and is
hopefully working on it)
694718 gxml ASSI cri Source Code have no License

Closed Issues: Recently closed (you reported it and the issue was closed in the last
7 days)

Patches: needs-work
685016 (#225312) libgee New Gee.GList class

669278 (#207012) vala
Add parse () functions for most SympleType
defined in glib-2.0.vapi

Patches: unreviewed

652805 (#200545) libgda
GI and Vala bindings improvements, including API
additions to GdaNumeric


